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Abstract—A novel continuous time fluid flow model of the
dynamics of the interaction between ACK-clocking and the link
buffer is presented. A fundamental integral equation relating the
instantaneous flow rate and the window dynamics is derived.
Properties of the model, such as well-posedness and stability,
are investigated. Packet level experiments verify that this new
model is more accurate than existing models, correctly predicting
qualitatively different behaviors, for example when round trip
delays are heterogeneous.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the predomi-
nant transport protocol of the Internet today, carrying about
83% of the total traffic volume [1]. Since Jacobson’s work on
the Tahoe release of BSD Unix in 1988 [2], many modifica-
tions and replacements have been proposed [2–9] to meet the
demands of a modern Internet scaled up in size and capacity.
Most proposed algorithms are window based, meaning that
a source explicitly controls a window size, that is the number
of packets that are sent before the sender must wait for an
acknowledgment packet. Research has focused on how to
determine that window size.
There exist many experimental TCP proposals ranging
between purely loss-based versions like CUBIC [5] and H-
TCP [6], and purely delay based schemes like TCP Vegas [7]
and FAST TCP [8], with many algorithms that use both delay
and loss as congestion measures, such as TCP Africa [9] and
TCP Illinois [10].
All of these rely on detailed dynamics of instantaneous
rates and network queue sizes, either to determine which
flow’s packet is being received at the exact time a packet
is dropped, or to determine the precise queuing delays. In
window based schemes, ACK-clocking governs these sub-
RTT phenomena. Despite its importance, the dynamics of the
window mechanism is still not well understood.
A. Window-based transmission control
A schematic picture of the control structure for window-
based transmission control is displayed in Fig. 1. The dy-
namics of the endpoint protocol are represented by the three
blocks: transmission control, window control, and congestion
estimator. The system consists of an inner loop and an outer
loop. In the outer loop, the window control adjusts the trans-
mission window size based on the estimated congestion level
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Fig. 1. System view in window-based congestion control.
of the network. This congestion level is estimated based on
the ACKs, which carry implicit (often corrupted) information
in the form of duplicate, missing and delayed ACKs.
B. ACK-clocking
The dynamics of the inner loop are given by so called ACK-
clocking. The transmission of new packets is controlled or
“clocked” by the stream of received ACKs by the transmission
control. A new packet is transmitted for each received ACK,
thereby keeping the number of outstanding packets, i.e. the
window, constant. More sophisticated traffic shaping could
also be considered, but we do not consider such dynamics
in this paper.
The design of the outer loop, i.e., the window adjustment
mechanism, has received ample attention in the literature [2–
9] while the properties of ACK-clocking are often ignored.
ACK-clocking operates at a per-packet time-scale. This makes
it better suited to handle short-term queue fluctuations than
the outer-loop. Furthermore, ACK-clocking has stabilizing
properties in itself.
C. Network fluid flow modeling
To ensure that the network will reach and maintain a
favorable equilibrium, it is important to assess its dynamical
properties such as stability and convergence. Instability means
that small fluctuations due to varying cross traffic are ampli-
fied, and manifests itself as severe oscillations in aggregate
traffic quantities, such as queue lengths. Following the seminal
work by Kelly [11] there have been numerous studies on
network stability. Network fluid flow models, where packet
level information is discarded and traffic flows are assumed
to be smooth in space and time, have shown to be useful
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Fig. 2. The new model presented in this paper is able to capture a dynamic
step response much better than traditional models in the literature. The graph
shows the queue size. Two window based flows with propagation delays d1 =
10ms and d2 = 190ms are sharing the bottleneck link. The window of the
first source is subject to a step after 25 s.
in such analysis, for example in [8,12–16]. The validity of
results concerning dynamical properties, however, rely heavily
on the accuracy of the models. Models with fundamentally
different dynamical properties have been used to model ACK-
clocking in window-based schemes (often referred to as “the
link”), i.e., the inner loop in Fig. 1. In [12–15] an “integrator”
link model is used, integrating the approximate excess rate
on the link. On the other hand, in [17] transients are ignored
and a “static” link model is proposed. Furthermore, in [18]
a “joint” link model combining the immediate and long term
integrating effect is proposed and used for stability analysis
in [16]. The motivating example in Section II illustrates the
limited accuracy of these models. This is further elaborated
on in a companion paper [19], which highlights the need
for incorporating important microscopic sub-RTT effects in
macroscopic fluid flow models.
A new link model which captures these sub-RTT effects
is derived in Section III. Properties of this model are found
in Section IV, and it is rigorously validated in Section V.
Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Consider a system of two window based flows sending
over a single bottleneck link with capacity 150 Mbit/s, with
1040 byte packets, where the sources’ window sizes are kept
constant, i.e., the outer loop in Fig. 1 is disabled. The round
trip delays excluding the queuing delay are d1 = 10 ms and
d2 = 190 ms. The window sizes are initially w1 = 210
and w2 = 1500 packets respectively. After convergence,
at 25 seconds, w1 is increased step-wise from 210 to 300
packets. The solid pink line in Fig. 2 shows the bottleneck
queue size (in seconds) when this scenario is simulated in
NS-2, exhibiting significant oscillation in the queue. This is
in contrast to the dash-dotted, solid and dotted blue lines in
Fig. 2, showing predictions made by existing models of the
inner loop dynamics (see [16] for a discussion). They all
predict smooth convergence similar to first order filter step
responses (with varying time constants) and the reasons will
be discussed in section IV-D. The dashed black line shows the
continuous time fluid model derived in this paper, it shows
almost perfect agreement with the packet level simulation,
even at sub-RTT time scales.
Analyses based on the cruder models may give results that
are qualitatively different than those for the more accurate
model proposed here [19].
III. MODELLING
A. Preliminaries
Consider a single bottleneck link with capacity c and time
varying queuing delay p(t). Traffic consists of N flows, with
wn(t) the time varying number of packets “in flight” (sent
but not acknowledged). The instantaneous rate at which traffic
from flow n enters the link is xn(t). The round trip time
between the time a packet of flow n enters the link and the
time that the “resulting” packet transmitted in response to
the acknowledgment of that packet enters the link is denoted
τn(t). It consists of a fixed component dn and a time varying
component due to queuing delay. In the single-link case,
τn(t) = dn + p(t).
The link carries cross traffic xc(t) which is not window
controlled.
Packets are assumed to be transmitted greedily and in FIFO
order at links, which reflects the reality of the current Internet.
Without loss of generality, forward propagation delay is
assumed to be zero.
B. ACK-clocking model
In terms of rates, a link buffer is simply an integrator, inte-
grating the excess rate at the link (modulo static non-linearities
present in the system, such as non-negativity constraints or
drop-tail queues). Thus, the buffer dynamics are naturally
given by
p˙(t) =
1
c
(
N∑
n=1
xn(t) + xc(t)− c
)
. (1a)
It remains to define the instantaneous rates xn(t).
1) Instantaneous rate: To discover what can be known
about a source’s instantaneous transmission rate xn based on
knowledge of the window size wn, consider an arbitrary time
t. Packets transmitted up to time t will be acknowledged by
time t + τn(t), and thus the number of packets “in flight” at
time t + τn(t), namely wn(t + τn(t)), will exactly equal the
number of packets transmitted in the interval (t, t + τn(t)].
That is, for n = 1, . . . , N , we have the constraints∫ t+τn(t)
t
x(T )dT = wn(t + τn(t)). (1b)
(This equation was introduced in passing in [20], but not pur-
sued.) The whole system is described by the delay Differential
Algebraic Equation (DAE) defined by (1a) and (1b).
It may be convenient to reformulate the model (1) by, for
example, differentiating the constraints (1b). Applying a vari-
able transformation B˙n(t) = xn(t), working with accumulated
packets Bn instead of rates, can also be useful. The model then
reduces from a delay DAE to a recursive update law.
The model is supported by numerical results in Section V.
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IV. ANALYSIS
The model is shown in [21] to have a unique equilibrium,
by showing that the equilibrium rate x∗ maximizes the sum of
the concave utility functions Un(x∗n) = wn log(x∗n)− dnx∗n.
This section uses a linearization to prove that the queuing
delays are asymptotically stable but the rates may have sus-
tained oscillations.
A. Linearization around equilibrium
In order to study the stability, let us linearize (1) around
its equilibrium (p, w, x, xc). Following the convention that
time delays in variables’ arguments are modeled by their
equilibrium values yields, for n = 1, . . . , N ,
p˙(t)−
N∑
n=1
xn(t)/c− xc(t)/c = 0, (2a)
xnp˙(t)− w˙(t + τn) + xn(t + τn)− xn(t) = 0. (2b)
Here variables now denote small perturbations. Taking the
Laplace transform gives an explicit expression for the sources’
queue input rates
xn(s) =
s
e−sτn − 1
(
xne
−sτnp(s)− wn(s)
)
. (3)
Thus the linear ACK-clocking dynamics are described by(
c +
N∑
n=1
xn
e−sτn
1− e−sτn
)
p(s) =
N∑
n=1
wn(s)
1− e−sτn +
1
s
xc(s).
(4)
Modeling non-zero forward propagation delay, τfn , is achieved
simply by multiplying wn(s) by e−sτ
f
n in (4). The linear model
is validated in Section V-B and used for analysis below.
B. Stability
As pointed out in [2], window flow control is stable in
the sense that signals remain bounded. The following theorem
shows the stronger result that the linearized single bottleneck
dynamics (4) relating the windows w to the queue p are
asymptotically stable, ruling out persistent oscillations in these
quantities, at least locally. Let C+ be the open right half plane,
{z : Re(z) > 0}, and C¯+ be its closure, {z : Re(z) ≥ 0}.
Theorem 1: For all 0 < xn ≤ c, τn > 0, n = 1, . . . , N ,∑
n xn ≤ c, the function Gpw : C¯+ → C1×N whose ith
element is given by
Gpwi(s) =
1
(1− e−sτi)
(
c +
∑N
n=1 xn
exp(−sτn)
1−exp(−sτn)
) , (5)
is stable.
Proof: It is sufficient to confirm that [22]:
(a) Gpw(s) is analytic in C+;
(b) for almost every real number ω,
lim
σ→0+
Gpw(σ + jω) = Gpw(jω);
(c) sups∈C¯+ σ¯(Gpw(s)) <∞
where σ¯ denotes the largest singular value.
Conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied if they hold element-
wise. Furthermore
sup
s∈C¯+
σ¯(Gpw(s)) ≤
N∑
i=1
sup
s∈C¯+
|Gpwi(s)|. (6)
Thus, condition (c) holds if
inf
s∈C¯+
|1/Gpwi(s)| > 0. (7)
It is therefore sufficient to establish (a), (b) and (c) for the ith
transfer function element Gpwi(s).
Start with the boundedness condition (c). It is sufficient to
show that there is no sequence sl = σl + jωl ∈ C¯+ with
liml→∞ |1/Gpwi(sl)| = 0. This will be established by show-
ing that the limit evaluated on any convergent subsequence is
greater than 0. Consider a subsequence with σl → σ, ωl → ω.
Case 1, σ = ∞: 1/Gpwi(sl) → c > 0.
Case 2, σ ∈ (0,∞): By the triangle inequality,
|1− e−slτi | ≥ ∣∣1− |e−slτi |∣∣→ 1− e−στi > 0. (8)
Furthermore, 1/(eslτn − 1) lies on the circle with center
1/(A2l − 1)+ j0 and radius Al/(A2l − 1), where Al = |eslτn |.
Thus liml→∞Re(1/(eslτn − 1)) ≥ −1/(eστn + 1), hence
lim
l→∞
Re
(
c +
N∑
n=1
xn
eslτn − 1
)
≥ c−
N∑
n=1
xn
eστn + 1
=
c−
N∑
n=1
xn+
N∑
n=1
xne
τnσ
eτnσ + 1
≥
N∑
n=1
xn
1 + e−τnσ
≥
N∑
n=1
xn
2
> 0.
(9)
Multiplying (8) and (9) gives liml→∞ |1/Gpwi(sl)| > 0.
Case 3, σ = 0: Note that Re(1/(ejωlτn − 1)) = −1/2, so
lim
l→∞
Re
(
c +
N∑
n=1
xn
e(σl+jωl)τn − 1
)
= c−
N∑
n=1
xn
2
> 0.
(10)
Thus liml→∞ |1/Gpwi(sl)| = 0 except possibly when the first
factor of (5) 1− e−slτi → 0, which occurs when ωτi = 2πm,
m ∈ Z. Let In = 1 if mτn/τi ∈ Z, and 0 otherwise. Now
lim
s→j2πm/τi
|1/Gpwi(s)|
= lim
s→j2πm/τi
∣∣∣∣c(1− e−sτi) + xi +
N∑
n=1
n=i
xne
−sτn 1− e−sτi
1− e−sτn
∣∣∣∣
= xi +
N∑
n=1
n=i
xn
τi
τn
In > 0, (11)
using L’Hoˆpital’s rule in the second step when In = 1. Thus
liml→∞ |1/Gpwi(sl)| > 0 for all sequences sl in C¯+ for which
the limit exists, whence (7) holds, and thus (c).
Furthermore, since 1/Gpwi(s) = 0, Gpwi(s) is also non-
singular in C¯+, and therefore analytic as its components
are analytic. This establishes (a). Condition (b) holds since
Gpwi(s) is analytic in C¯+.
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C. Uniqueness of rates
The results presented until now hold for any x(t) satisfying
(2). It is possible for the windows not to define unique rates,
due to sub-RTT burstiness. Consider a network in which two
flows with equal RTTs τ share a bottleneck link of capacity
C, and each has window Cτ/2. If the flows alternate between
sending at rate C for time τ/2 and sending at rate 0 for
τ/2, and if the “on” periods of flow 1 coincide exactly with
the “off” periods of flow 2, then the total rate flowing into
the bottleneck link is constant, and (2) is satisfied. It is also
satisfied if both sources send constantly at rate C/2.
For a single bottleneck, the rates will be unique unless one
flow has a RTT which is a rational multiple of another flow’s
RTT.
To see this, note that sustained oscillations in the rate
for a constant window correspond to marginally stable (pure
imaginary) poles of (2). Taking the Laplace transform of (2)
and eliminating p, gives
diag(sesτk)w(s) =
(
1
c
diag(xk)E + diag(esτk − 1)
)
x(s),
(12)
where Ek,l = 1 for all k, l = 1, . . . , N . Since diag(sesτk)
is never singular for s = 0, the poles of (12) are the non-
zero values of s for which the coefficient of x(s) is singular.
The only imaginary values for which this occurs are when
sτi = j2πb and sτk = j2πa for some i, k = 1, . . . , N and
integers a and b.
For two flows, oscillation occurs at min(a, b) times per RTT
for the smaller RTT flow. Even if τ1/τ2 is not exactly rational,
or is a ratio of large integers, slowly decaying oscillations
may exist corresponding to an approximation τ1/τ2 ≈ b/a
for smaller a and b. For  = bτ2 − aτ1, there is a pole with
σ + jω ≈ −(2π)2/(τ1 + τ2)3 + j2π(a + b)(τ1 + τ2). When
b/a is a poor approximation to τ1/τ2,  will be large making
σ very negative, and the oscillations will diminish rapidly.
D. Relation to existing models
The model may be simplified by approximating the integral
equation (1b) defining the instantaneous rate, and the N
integral constraints in (1). Let Ht(z) =
∫ z
t
x(T )dT − w(z).
By (1b), Ht(t + τ(t)) = 0. Standard approximations to
Ht(z) yield several popular models. Rigorous analysis of the
accuracy in the queuing delay p would demand considering the
coupling between the constraints (1b) and the integration (1a).
However, intuitively, better approximations of the constraint
should lead to greater model accuracy.
1) Ratio models: Most common models take xn(t) ≈
w(t−∆a)/τ(t−∆b), for some choice of ∆a and ∆b [12–16].
Applying the right-side rectangle rule to Ht(t + τ(t)) gives
xn(t + τn(t)) ≈ wn(t + τn(t))/τn(t) +O(τn) whence
xn(t) ≈ wn(t)/τn(t− τn(t˜)) (13)
where t˜ satisfies t˜+τn(t˜) = t. This is similar to the integrator
model shown in [17] to be overly pessimistic for large RTTs.
More accurate numerical quadrature rules can also be applied.
However such approximate models are of the same (or higher)
complexity as the more accurate model and they furthermore,
surprisingly, seem to tend to be unstable.
By further assuming in (13) that the deviation from the
equilibrium rates are negligible, xn(t) = xn + δxn(t) ≈ xn,
we get a static update of the queue in terms of window updates
as suggested in [17].
2) “Joint” models: Taylor expansion of Ht around t yields
0 = Ht(t + τ(t)) = Ht(t) + H ′t(t)τ(t) +O(τ2)
= −w(t) + (x(t)− w˙(t))τ(t) +O(τ2). (14)
Dividing by τ(t) gives the rate used by the “joint link model”
[18] as an O(τ) approximation
xn(t) ≈ wn(t)/τn(t) + w˙n(t). (15)
Ignoring the w˙(t) in (14) gives xn(t) ≈ wn(t)/τn(t). If
w˙n = O(τn) then this is again an O(τn) approximation, albeit
less accurate than (15); otherwise it is O(w˙n).
Taking higher order terms in the Taylor expansion of H(t+
τ(t)) gives more accurate models. However, this leads to high
order ODE models.
3) Models by Pade´ approximations: An alternative is to
study the linearized model in the Laplace domain (4), and use,
for example, different orders of Pade´ approximations to e−sτn .
In this context a (0,0) Pade´ approximation (i.e. e−sτn ≈ 1)
gives the “static link model” introduced in [17], while the
“joint link model” [18] corresponds to a (0,1) approxima-
tion. By a (1,0) approximation, a time-scaled ratio model
is achieved, c.f. [12–16]. A suitable order of approximation
can be chosen, and a nonlinear ODE may then be “reverse
engineered” to approximate the DAE model. This approach is
used with good accuracy in the linear validation example in
Section V-B.
All of the above models are based on small τ approxima-
tions. However, τ(t) need not be small; in particular τ(t) does
not approach zero in the fluid limit of many packets. Thus,
(1b) should be used whenever it results in a tractable problem
formulation, such as the analysis of loss synchronization and
stability of delay based protocols in [19].
V. MODEL VALIDATION
In this section the model derived in Section III is validated.
The model is simulated in Simulink, and the simulation output
is compared with packet level data achieved using NS-2. Note
that in the experiments we only execute positive changes of
the window w(t) (remember it represents the packets “in
flight” here). This is to decouple the dynamics of the studied
mechanism from the dynamics of the inherited traffic shaping.
Recall that a negative change is dependent on the rate of
received ACKs.
A. Nonlinear model
We refer to the motivating example in Section II due to
limited space. The solid pink line in Fig. 2 shows the queue
size when the system is simulated in NS-2, the dashed black
line the DAE model (1). The model fits almost perfectly.
Further validation is provided in [21].
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Fig. 3. Validation example. Solid line: NS-2 simulation. Dashed line:
Continuous time DAE model (1).
B. Linearized model
Two window based flows are sending over a bottleneck link
with capacity c = 100 Mbit/s. There is no non-window based
cross traffic, so xc = 0. Initially, w1 = 60 packets and w2 =
2000 packets, with packet size ρ = 1040 byte. Furthermore,
d1 = 10 ms and d2 = 190 ms, with no forward delay. The
system is started in equilibrium, and w1 is increased by 10
at t = 10 s, and 300 ms later it is decreased back to 60. The
solid line in Fig. 3 shows the queue size when the system is
simulated in NS-2, the dashed line the linear approximation
(4). The model is good, so the linear approximation seems
valid. (In the simulation of (4), a Pade´ approximation of order
(17,17) of the exponential functions has been used.)
VI. CONCLUSION
We have provided a rigorous analysis of the dynamics of
the ACK-clocking mechanism in window-based congestion
control for a single bottleneck link. The main result is a fluid
flow model of the system. The model is shown in packet level
experiments using NS-2 to be very accurate and qualitatively
different from its predecessors. The model can be generalized
to a multi-link network [21].
We define the instantaneous rate of each window based
source (as seen by the link) by a fundamental integral equation.
This is in contrast to the customary approach for approxi-
mating the window based sources’ sending rates, and is the
key in the modeling. The system has unique equilibrium
rates. Furthermore we show that a linear approximation of the
model around the equilibrium is asymptotically stable from
the window sizes to the queue size. Many existing models in
the literature are shown to be certain approximations to this
new accurate model. This procedure also provides insight into
how to derive other simplified models.
A natural application of the model is stability analysis of
window based congestion control algorithms. Since the model
captures sub-RTT burstiness it can be used to analyze, e.g.,
loss synchronization. Analyzing how such microscopic effects
influence macroscopic properties is future work, although
exciting initial steps are given in a companion paper [19].
It also remains to explore the implications of the model for
general networks.
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